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PURPOSE
To determine the quality of radiographs, which have been referred from 40 different institutions for consultation, to discuss the causes of wasted resources, and to present possible solutions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Five experienced radiology instructors determined the types of radiological examinations referred for consultation (conventional radiography, mammography, computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging), the institutions at which they were performed (university or state hospital, private health center), and the types of centers in which the examinations were performed (university or state hospital, state hospitals of the Ministry of Health, or private health centers). The types of radiological examinations referred for consultation (conventional radiography, mammography, computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging) and the types of centers in which the examinations were performed (university hospital, state hospitals of the Ministry of Health, or private health centers) were recorded.

RESULTS
We reviewed 120 radiological examinations from 40 different institutions in 4 reference centers. Frequency of problems determined for each category was as follows: coverage area 32.5% (39/120), FOV 16% (14/86), X-ray dosage 16% (15/94), film processing 31% (37/120), sequence or window 65% (53/81), window level 44% (36/81); contrast material 51% (25/49), timing of contrast material 61% (30/49). Only 22% of the examinations were classified as excellent, whereas 47% required complete or partial repetition.

CONCLUSION
Approximately half of the radiological examinations in our sampling required partial or complete repetition. Health, ethical, and economic aspects of the problem necessitates the prompt application of measures to establish radiological quality control and standardization procedures.
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FOV was also evaluated in CT and MR imaging examinations. FOV was accepted as adequate if axial sections included the target organ or system in the X and Y axes with sufficient spatial resolution.

X-ray dosage was considered inappropriate if contrast resolution (fat, soft tissue, and bone could not be clearly differentiated) and signal-to-noise ratio prevented visibility of the lesion, or if the optical density of the film was more or less than the optimum level (Fig. 2).

Film processing was considered inappropriate if failure was due to processing or if an artifact or fog on the film prevented a diagnosis from being made.

The presence of all sequences (fat suppression and contrast material) or windowing (i.e. bone windowing in head injury or metastases), which were necessary to establish a diagnosis, was determined to define any deficiencies in sequence or windowing.

A window level sufficient for visualizing the target organ or system was accepted as the criterion to evaluate windowing. For example, white-gray matter discrimination in cranial examinations and sufficient contrast of parenchymal-vascular structures in hepatic examinations was assessed.

Timing of contrast material was evaluated for abdominal CTs and dynamic examinations. If the portal and hepatic veins were not visualized, or hepatic parenchymal and vascular structures could not be distinguished, contrast material timing was classified as unsuitable.

Based on these criteria, examinations were classified as:
1. Very poor, examination should be completely repeated;
2. Poor, examination should be partially repeated;
3. Good, considered sufficient without the need for an additional examination;
4. Excellent, examination was just as it should be. No problems were recorded.

Data were entered into SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences, Chicago, IL, USA), a data processing and statistical software program. This program was used for descriptive statistics and non-parametric tests (ANOVA, correspondence analyses, Chi-square test). P value < 0.05 was accepted as statistically significant.

Results
The study included 4 reference hospitals, one of which was a teaching hospital of the Ministry of Health. Examinations were evaluated by 5 reviewers, which were either academic staff of radiology department in university hospitals or chiefs of radiology departments in state hospitals.

Sampled radiological examinations, in order of frequency, were as follows: 57 CTs (47.5%), 24 MR images (20%), 20 mammographies (16.7%), 18 conventional radiographies (15%), 1 contrast enhanced radiography (0.8%).

Distribution of the examinations according to center at which they were performed was as follows: Private doctor’s office, diagnostic centers, and
Incomplete coverage of the target anatomic region occurred in 39 (32.5%) of the examinations (insufficient coverage). FOV was evaluated in 86 examinations, and in 14 of these (16%), FOV was inadequate. All examinations, except for MR imaging and totaling 94, were evaluated for x-ray dosage. In 15 of these examinations (16%) kVp and mAs values were inappropriate. Film processing was problematic in 37 (30%) of the reviewed examinations. In 53 (65%) of 81 examinations (i.e., no bony window in cranial CT). Windowing was inappropriate in 36 (44%) of 81 examinations. The amount of contrast material used was insufficient in 25 (51%) of 49 exams in which intravenous contrast material was used, whereas contrast material timing was inappropriate in 30 (61%) (Fig. 3). An abdominal CT image in which contrast material timing was inappropriate was given in Fig. 4.

Overall quality of the evaluated examinations were as follows: 12 examinations (10%) were poor, requiring complete repetition; 45 examinations (37.5%) were partially insufficient, requiring partial repetition; 36 examinations (30%) were good, accepted as sufficient without the necessity of repetition; 27 examinations (22.5%) were classified as excellent, performed just as they should be.

Centers in which the examinations were performed were categorized into 3 groups; university hospitals, state hospitals, and private health centers (Table 1). These groups were compared for overall quality of the examinations. Results showed statistically significant differences between all 3 groups ($P = 0.011$). In paired comparison of the groups, significant differences were found between university and state hospitals ($P = 0.03$), and between university hospitals and private health centers ($P = 0.04$). There was no difference between state hospitals and private health centers. Partial or complete repetition of the examination was required in 47.5% of all examinations (Table 2).

Other common problems encountered were the absence of patient name and examination date on the film, ($n = 10$), opposite placement of the radiograph emulsion surface ($n = 2$), absence of direction mark on the mammography ($n = 2$), insufficient compression ($n = 4$), premature termination of examination ($n = 4$), and lack of contrast material use in routine abdominal CT examinations ($n = 2$).

**Discussion**

This study showed that in Turkey only 22% of all radiological examinations sent to reference hospitals had acceptable quality, and 47% needed to be repeated (partially or completely), or required an additional examination for diagnosis. Incomplete sequences, unsuitable contrast material timing and windowing were the main quality problems.

Almost 25% of the radiologists in Turkey think that lack of standardization of radiological examinations is a major problem (Table 3); however, there is no statistical data published on this specific subject. There are various data on the amount of repeated radiological examinations (1–4). These data usually reflect the figures of individual institutions and the problem is managed by repeating the examination.

Quality control and standardization is gaining importance in radiological service, as in all other businesses (5, 6). Studies of the American College of Radiology on mammography may be a
a. Policy of health centers and economic concerns: Classification of examinations according to the center in which performed showed that university hospitals had the least need for repeating exams, whereas and the most need was in state hospitals (Table 2). This finding may have been due to inadequate equipment and the need to conduct procedures faster, which is because of an insufficient number of radiologists. The definition of “patient per physician” may be adapted to “procedure per radiologist” by a workgroup to determine the recommended numbers. Thus, numbers of radiologist and technician employment in an institution can be recommended for state and university hospitals. It has been reported that radiologists and technicians employed in state hospitals and private health centers participate in educational organizations less frequently than their colleagues (8). It would be wise to establish a new approach that rewards participation in educational activities (such as recording educational activities and examination results) and incorporating them into the calculation of performance payments. Insufficient number of cross-sections, and insufficient amount of x-ray and contrast material used may arise due to economic concerns of the center. High maintenance costs charged by manufacturers may potentially decrease the frequency of periodic service or cause these services to be performed by unauthorized persons. Although devices do not function properly and artifacts can be seen, hospital management may not want to pause the devices. Payment policies for radiological services should use quality rather than quantity as an outcome measure. Quality control measures should be established as well as billing controls, both of which should be continuously monitored. The observed concentration of these problems in private health centers may have been due to their need to discount pricing as a result of competition. This problem can be solved if social security organizations demand quality control certification, instead of only being concerned about per examination pricing. Under these circumstances, we think the most important problem is the lack of a central organization, which would inspect quality control, and the absence of radiological quality standards.

b. Lack of knowledge and curiosity among radiologists: The one and only quality control step in Turkey is implemented by radiologists; therefore, any quality problem produced by technicians or the health center itself is undersigned by the radiologists. Thus, the contribution of radiologists to the problems defined in our sampling pool can be solved if social security organizations demand quality control certification. The lack of standardized radiology education and the lack of quality control measures for all radiological examinations are the primary problems awaiting solution (8).

Radiology board examination is one important step in the standardization of radiology education. This examination should measure knowledge of quality control and ways to solve the possible problems, as well as knowledge of radiodiagnostics and physics. The Turkish Society of Radiology (TSR)
should play an important role in defining quality control measures, as it is the only meeting point of radiology instructors. Workgroups formed under TSR, especially for standardization of mammography, should be supported. Workgroups formed for any subject should define “adequate radiological examination” and open it to discussion with radiologists. After defining the standards, supervision of these standards should be commenced by committees established in cooperation with the Turkish Ministry of Health. These committees should periodically supervise radiology centers in their region. Any center that fails to meet these quality standards should be required to meet them, through the cooperation of the Ministry of Health, Retirement Fund, Chamber of Medicine, and Consumer’s Rights Association.

c. Lack of knowledge and interest among radiology technicians: Technicians seem to be responsible for such observed problems as deficient FOV, inappropriate x-ray dosage and processing, and insuitable contrast material timing. We think that these problems arise mainly from lack of knowledge, skill, and supervision. In Turkey, the clinical education of technicians is provided by the radiologist in their institution; therefore, deficits in radiologist knowledge and supervision are reflected in technicians. There are numerous problems with technicians regarding their clinical education and periodic postgraduate education. There are no available periodic educational activities for technicians. Reference educational resources for technicians in the Turkish language are scarce. Standardization of their education and national board examination should be steps promptly taken. Medical associations are more organized and financially independent, thus, TSR may take a leading role in these activities. Positive outcomes would primarily affect the radiologists.

d. Incapacity of device and technical equipment: Problems described in Fig. 3, such as inadequate film processing, contrast material timing, and deficient sequence are caused by the inability to effectively use the devices rather than incapacity of the equipment. The extent of the quality problem in Turkey is not concordant with the technology park in our country. The problems described above can be solved by technician education, efficient and cooperative planning in device purchase, and maintenance contracts. Radiologists may play a key role in communication difficulties between hospital management and other hospitals. Use of automatic injectors may help standardize abdominal examinations, picture archiving and communication systems (PACS) and other digital archiving methods may solve problems of x-ray dosage and film processing, and the application of quality control methods, such as modulation and transfer function may be useful in the solution of problems (9–13).

Our study is a small sampling of crowded and relatively developed cities in western Turkey. Thus, it is not possible to construct projections for the entire country. Considering the lack of relevant studies and the importance of the subject, it may be considered useful as it provides a window with which to glimpse the extent of the problem. We think that this problem should be substantial in small cities and in the eastern part the country as well. We limited the number of sampling from each center to obtain a heterogeneous group. The study was offered to the clinics of eastern cities, but contributions from these clinics were restricted. The actual extent of the problem could be determined by collaboration of TSR and the Ministry of Health. Our data include subjectiveness because of the nature of this study however the evaluators were experienced academic radiologists.

In conclusion, the absence of radiological quality standards and supervision in Turkey, which lead to losses and problems, are the main matters recognized commonly. The actual extent of these problems is unknown in Turkey. Our study was a preliminary study to reveal the extent of the problem by sampling the available centers. As the subject is radiological service and primarily concerns radiologists, these problems should be assessed by public and civil organizations especially TSR, the Ministry of Health, and universities, and necessary precautions should be taken.
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